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NEWSLETTER

There is lots happening at the RSG……. 
……and this pre-Christmas Newsletter is designed to keep everyone up to date. If you have any ques-
tions about what these new developments mean for you and your sailing please just ask.

Firstly, what is the plan for our 2022 racing? This will be discussed at the RSG AGM scheduled for 
Tuesday 25 January 2022 at 10.30am. There will be a proposal circulated to all before the meeting to 
focus our discussions. Most AGM business can be a bit tedious but this time around there are a number 
of things in which all members really ought to participate - what this sailing schedule should be, who the 
Steering Group should be and others. Please try to come and contribute.

Secondly, catering  which is now available each Tuesday thanks to Lucy Adam who produces bacon 
butties and delicious lunch options. As with almost everything, it is a “use it or lose it” benefit and al-
though the Winter will see a reduction in sailing numbers (it generally does!) we will need to support 
this new facility if we are to keep it. That is pretty much the same as the post-racing tea, coffee & cake. 
If this is to continue, it needs to be supported by adequate numbers who join in with managing the sup-
plies etc - at no cost to themselves. This service also provides a small but useful income for the RSG.

Thirdly in the club activity category, we have the 2021 RSG Christmas lunch - this time around being 
held at the Hindhead Golf Club on Tuesday 21 December at 12 for 12.30. As you will have seen, 
all members and their wives and partners are welcome. In the past we have held the annual prize-giving 
at this lunch but this time it will be done at the AGM a few weeks later. The COVID (first mention this 
time!) disruption makes it a bit complicated so the AGM seems the best place to celebrate our winners.

Please check the rest of this Newsletter for the plethora of vital and memorable items - all designed to 
enhance the enjoyment of RSG members.
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MYA Training Courses and the RSG 
For the last few years it has been necessary to block out about three Tuesdays a year to allow the lake to be used 
by the main club for MYA Training days. These days are a valuable/invaluable source of FPSC income which 
helps to keep all all subscription levels under control.
However it was possible in September 2021 to co-exist with a couple of RYA Courses - albeit with rather lower 
numbers than the main Summer courses - so that our Tuesday racing continued as normal.
It is being discussed with the club training section whether this could be repeated in 2022, so that we do not lose 
two or three RSG Tuesdays in the Summer. 

Charity collection 2021 
As all will no doubt recall, we moved our charitable efforts in 2020 to supporting the Woodlarks Campsite in 
Farnham - which provides disabled people with the chance to safely try out camping and other outdoor activi-
ties. 
Of course, what we could not anticipate when this started was that COVID would stop any efforts to interact 
with the charity by encouraging them to see us sailing on a Tuesday. Nevertheless, we carried on collecting with 
a will!
Thanks to the huge generosity of all members, those who have donated money and kit (transmitters etc) and 
have attended things like the 10 Hour race, we now have the wonderful sum of £542-70 in the orange 
bucket. Many thanks are due to all - and when we have our imminent AGM, we can decide how to proceed in 
2022 with this or another charity.
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New member 

We have one new member to welcome this time around and he is Roger Bone. As the club has not yet complet-
ed all the necessary paperwork, this may be premature but let’s live dangerously!
He joins us with a yet-to-be-completed Dragon Force and lives some way away in Tadley but has many years ex-
perience in full sized yachts and dinghies - latterly at Burghfield SC. Welcome to Roger and we all hope he has 
many happy years at Frensham.

Outings/events in 2022 

This subject will be covered - along with a report on the truncated 2021 list - at the AGM in January 2022 but to 
allow your creative juices to have some time to work, please give some thought to what you would like to see in 
the list for 2022 and tell Peter Wallis either before the AGM or at the time. Thank you.

New racing marks/buoys 
You may have noticed that we now have (thanks to the generosity of our main club) six new round racing marks - 
three yellow and three orange. They are on trial and the criteria for assessing their suitability are twofold - are 
they as visible (or more so) than their columnar predecessors and secondly are they more or less easy to handle 
when setting and recovering them? They were intended to cover the Big Boat/IOM course initially and the trial 
will then extend to the Dragon course.
It would appear so far that the new marks meet the first criterion (visibility) and this should improve when they 
are adequately labelled/signed. The ease of handling also seems to be a lot better than the concrete-based previ-
ous ones. We will give it a couple more weeks to assess this and then decide how to proceed. Any comments wel-
come.
Thanks are due to Roger Carter for keeping the previous marks working for so long and also to Roger Pearce for 
acquiring and assembling the new ones - and for agreeing to take them off our hands if they prove unsuitable!

New rib drivers 
As mentioned elsewhere/below in this issue, it is intended to increase the number of accredited rib drivers at our 
disposal by around seven so that we can resume, post-COVID restrictions, the proper roles of Duty Officer 
(DO) and Race Officer (RO). 
Steve Hill is kindly discussing with the Training side of FPSC what the ingredients should be for the course for 
qualifying as a RSG rib driver, which is not the same as a main club driver. It will also be required that all cur-
rently qualified RSG rib drivers will be re-tested to ensure our total team is properly assessed. 
As part of this, we will revisit the adequacy of our flotation jackets and for example what our Man Overboard 
(MOB) procedures should be. It is hoped that the assessments for new drivers can start in the next month or so 
and then the currently qualified drivers can be reassessed after that. Watch this space and please ask any mem-
ber of the SG if you have any questions.

Please shut the gate! 
Now that Summer is over, it is less of a pressing matter but please try to close the gate when the big numbers of 
arrivals and departures has ended. It is not intended that we close the outside gate after every arrival but gener-
ally it would be helpful if it was closed while we are racing. The final few RSG leavers at the end of the day 
should also please ensure that the gate is closed and, if they are the final leavers from the car park at the end of 
proceedings, that it is locked. Thank you.
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Race Officer (RO) and Duty Officer (DO) Rotas 
There has been no Rota of RO duties since the COVID lockdown started when we ceased sailing in early 2020. 
We now have 7 active DOs and about 15 ROs left over from the old RO rota system - but not all of the latter are 
qualified to drive our rib. This latter point is being addressed and about 6-7 additional rib drivers will be trained 
and certified (?!) shortly - largely due to the efforts of Steve Hill for which many thanks.

It is therefore planned that we continue to live without a rota for RO duties - but only until the 
Spring of 2022 provided the additional rib drivers are available by then. 
The DO duties are shown on the FPSC website. What this currently means to the Big Boats and 
IOMs is that the recording of finishing orders will be done by the skippers in the fleet not racing 
and then swapped over at the end of each race. The Dragons are unaffected as they set courses and 
record scores among themselves anyway.  
More importantly, please see what you can do to help out with getting the rib out and the racing 
marks put out to avoid over-taxing willing volunteers -  especially  those who arrive early at the 
lake. It is unfair on the same few if they end up doing too much of this work. 
Thanks. 

New Rib/motor 
In early May 2021 the club (FPSC that is - not just us) invested in a brand new electric outboard for use on “our” 
little white rib. 
This motor arrived with a list of “dos and don’ts” and is rather different from its four-stroke i/c predecessor - the 
main joyous difference being of course that is starts first time every time! It performs excellently even in a blow 
in terms of ability to push the rib along at a good pace and is easily controlled via the twist-grip control. It can 
be a bit fiddly to raise and lower until familiarity is achieved and it draws a bit more than the old motor - so 
please be careful when launching and retrieving especially if the water levels are seen to be low. Please re-
member to store it in the shed with the motor raised after use. 
Overall, we (that is the people who have used it to date) are delighted with this improvement in our kit - and of 
course it is rather greener than the old motor, which should please everyone. If you are unsure about how it op-
erates etc please ask a DO.

Our injured or ailing members 
As ever, our Welfare Officer (Peter Wallis) is vigilant and is in touch with the progress of…..
Mark Greenwood is now back home and waiting until he can resume sailing with us. Keep up the progress 
Mark.
Tony Dunn is still a quite poorly and waiting to fully exit his lockdown protection when it is safe to do so. We 
look forward to seeing you at the lake again soon, Tony. He has partially resumed duty at Crossways so that must 
be a good sign!
Keith Mayson was exiting lockdown satisfactorily if a little slowly until, in mid August, his wife had a fall down 
their stairs, broke her ankle badly and a vertebra in her back less badly and was whisked off to St George’s, Toot-
ing for treatment. We wish her a speedy and full recovery. 
Clive Cooper still suffers from his eye problems but he has made some progress and has even had some treat-
ment after a long delay. He hopes to return in 2022 if he is able. He did kindly arrange a small “regatta” at  Pet-
worth park on their lovely lake and a number of Frensham guests enjoyed a lively day there in September. We all 
hope you maintain your improvement Clive and see you soon.
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Your Radio Sailing Group and its Steering Group 

Members may recall a note a couple of months or so ago addressed to all and asking for volunteers to take over 
from two of the longer serving members of the Steering Group (SG) - namely Keith Parrott (Sailing Secretary) 
and Roger Carter (Bosun). 
It was very heartening to receive offers pretty rapidly from two of our number (Peter Mitchell and Chris Pearce) 
indicating that they would be prepared to take over these two jobs. 
Huge thanks are due to Roger Carter as in fact the only departing SG member for his excellent work over the 
last few years and I hope he appreciates how grateful all members are for all this hard work. Thank you Roger.

A minor change of plan now is that although Keith Parrott will indeed leave his post as Sailing Secretary he will 
immediately be drafted back as Assistant Bosun alongside Chris Pearce not allow Chris to cope better with some 
of the more physical aspects of the job. So, thank you Keith for all your huge efforts to make our Sailing and 
Racing so enjoyable over the last few years - and welcome back immediately as Assistant Bosun!

Thank you very much for these offers of help and of course the formalities will take place at the AGM - along 
with any other volunteers who may come forward before then for election to the SG.

In addition to fighting our way through COVID restrictions etc, the SG decided to revise the Sailing Instruc-
tions (SI) which had been untouched for 5 years or so and needed updating to include the Dragon fleet and 
other items. The only changes of great significance which apply to all were the slight reduction in the number of 
discards allowed for Series racing and the scoring of results by member/skipper rather than by boat. 
All members were invited to express a view and it has to be said that of around 45 members in total, only about 
10-15% showed any interest at all! The revised SI have been used from Day 1 of the Autumn Series (on 21 Sep-
tember 2021) and there has been no riotous behaviour as a result, so that’s good.
The results of the Summer Series 2021 will be scored on both the old SI and the new SI basis to see what the dif-
ferences are and they will also be put to the 2022 AGM for ratification. Thank you to all who expressed a view.

One final point about the AGM on 25 January 2022 is that we will seek to announce, celebrate and congratu-
late all our Series and other event winners from the last two years or so. This is necessary as COVID made sen-
sible methods for doing this before this, both too difficult and unwise! 
We will do our best to identify correctly all these winners (thanks to John Haine this appears to have been ac-
complished) and find the appropriate trophy to present. If for no other reason, seeing these presentations take 
place should be worth the admission money (which is nil!) alone!

The MYA AGM on 27 November 2021 in Birmingham 
This has been in the diary for a while now and was going to be worth the trip - if only for the Trade Show held 
on the day too.
However, before you book your charabanc tickets you should note that it is has been cancelled as a “live in per-
son” event because the COVID numbers are going in the wrong direction, the hall booked was not the best for 
ventilation and generally getting loads of elderly MYA members to drive hundreds of collective miles to sit in an 
enclosed space seemed like a bad idea! Consideration is being given to how Zoom or suchlike can enable the 
event to get done without any risk to members. Pity - but we nearly got back to full normality!
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MYG Honours Board at November 2021

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Big 
Boats

Spring Roger 
Pearce

Roger 
Pearce

Nick 
Royse

Roger 
Pearce

Geoff Wat-
chorn

Not held John Millward

Summer Graham 
Whitehead

Rod Evans Peter 
Mitchell

Peter 
Mitchell

Roger 
Pearce

Not held Barry White

Autumn Roger 
Pearce

Roger 
Pearce

Ian Garner Roger 
Pearce

Paul 
Brooks

Not held Roger Pearce

Frostbite Not held Not held Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Roger 
Pearce

Not held

IOMs Spring Mike Christie Mike 
Christie

Mike 
Christie

Chris 
Pearce

Roger 
Pearce

Not held Nigel Barrow

Summer Nick Royse Roger 
Pearce

Nick 
Royse

Roger 
Pearce

Nick Royse Not held Nick Royse

Autumn Nick Royse Nick Royse Barry 
White

Roger 
Carter

Roger 
Pearce

Not held Barry White

Frostbite Not held Not held Barry 
White

John 
Haine

Nick Royse Not held

Dragons Dragon 
Trophy

Graham 
Whitehead

Ian Garner Mike 
Christie

Mike 
Christie

Not held Mike Christie

Spring 
Cup

Mike Christie

Broom-
stick

Peter 
Mitchell

Rod Evans John 
Sturgeon

Roger 
Pearce

Paul 
Brooks

Paul 
Brooks

John Sturgeon

COVID 
Cup

Big Boats Not held Not held Not held Not held Not held Roger 
Pearce/
Paul 
Brooks

Not held

IOMs Not held Not held Not held Not held Not held Nigel 
Barrow

Not held

Dragons Not held Not held Not held Not held Not held Steve 
Hill

Not held

Opens 10R/M 
tankard

Not held Not held Roger 
Pearce

David 
Potter

Roger 
Stollery

Not held Not held

Nick’s 
Knots

Not held David Allin-
son

Dave An-
drews

David 
Adam

Dave An-
drews

Not held Nigel Barrow

Footy 
Videlo 
Globe

Peter Shep-
herd

Peter 
Shepherd

Peter 
Shepherd

Peter 
Shepherd

Peter 
Shepherd

Not held Not held

The MYG Winners 
The current Honours Board is shown below. Every effort has been made to include accurately all the various 
Open and other events over the last six years or so but please let your Editor know if you can fill any gaps - along 
with any corrections required. Thank you.


